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Don Norman is director of the Design Lab at UC San Diego, and an honorary 

Professor at Tongji University (Shanghai) in their College of Design and 

Innovation. Norman is an IDEO fellow and a member of the Board of Trustees 

of IIT's Institute of Design in Chicago. He now serves on the board of 

directors and is an advisor to companies and organizations. He was an 

executive at Apple and at HP. He is the author of "Living with Complexity" 

and "The Design of Everyday Things" 

 

  As a famous expert in design, Norman is interested in Peace Innovation 

lab‘s work because he thinks peace is one of the more complex, social and 

political and psychological issues of our times. Peace is also an interaction 

with people problem. To ’design peace’, like all Human-centered design, one 

needs to approach the problem with a deep understanding of people. And it 

may also require a new approach to design, which he calls “Design X”, design 

for complex sociotechnical systems. 

 

 

 



“Human technology collaboration” 

 

  Before explain “Design X”, Norman first pointed out the main problems we 

have now in design. His critique of the way technology is used these days 

highlights the fact that technology is forcing us to do things we’re bad at.  

   

   “I think our primary problem is with modern technology. Everything 

surrounding us now is technology. What was happened is that 

the technology builds whatever it can build. But they still can’t do it all. For all 

the stuff they can’t do, they need people. What that means is everything is 

structured around the needs of the machine. That means people have to act 

like machines, become the servant of the machine, completing the tasks it 

assigns to us, and, what’s worse it requires us to do things we’re not good at. 

And then we are blamed for being bad. It’s not our fault, the fault is with the 

design”.  

 

  So, with “human technology collaboration”, what Norman and his team 

are trying to do is decide how to make machines that would fill in for the 

parts we, humans, are not good at. Norman’s assertion is that one should try 

and develop a philosophy of design that caters both to people and machines 

as equal and collaborative partners: “After all, technology was invented to 

enhance people's lives, not the other way around. Let's build technologies 



that empower us, allow us to use our creative abilities, and relieve us of the 

stuff we are not good at”. 

 

 

Design X: design for complex sociotechnical systems 

 

   If anybody wants to be a good designer today, it is not enough just to be 

working on “human technology collaboration”. Norman says, “most design 

problems end up being social and political and psychological issues, like 

peace and health care and so on”. The question is: how do you tackle these 

complex problems? 

 

   Norman and his team has written a paper about this. He calls the new 

approach for addressing complex problems ”Design X”. 

   “DesignX is a new, evidence-based approach for addressing many of the 

complex and serious problems facing the world today. It adds to and 

enhances the capabilities of design methods today, by reformulating the role 

that design can play. Modern design has grown from a focus on products 

and services to a robust set of methods that can be applied to a wide range 

of societal issues, such that, when combined with the knowledge and 

expertise of specialized disciplines, these design methods provide powerful 

ways to develop practical approaches to large, complex issues”.  (“DesignX: A 



Future Path for Design    

http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/designx_a_future_pa.html) 

 

  This is how “Design X” works under specific circumstances: “DesignX builds 

upon the design profession's emphasis on thinking by doing, thinking by 

drawing, sketching, testing, and making, accompanied by intensive 

observational techniques, deep analyses of the entire system, and repeated, 

iterative testing, reflection and modification.” (“DesignX: A Future Path for 

Design    http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/designx_a_future_pa.html) 

 

 

   Of course, Design x will require new ways of designing that are informed 

by a deep understanding of local ecosystems and culture. Thus, Norman 

suggests that the future designer get a “broad education”: “The basic 

background is social sciences, whether psychology or sociology 

or anthropology, or political science, all these topics try to understand the 

societal issues” . 

 

Design doing, not design thinking 

 

  One of the biggest challenges while dealing with complex problems is, It’s 

so huge, it will take lots of effort and money, and may still end up with 

nothing really changed.  

http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/designx_a_future_pa.html)
http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/designx_a_future_pa.html)


   

   Norman mentioned the story of redesign of the emergency ambulance 

system for the city of London. The design team did many studies over many 

years, they redesigned the ambulances, and they had a different way to 

locate them throughout the city. The Mayor loved it and they got design 

prizes, indeed everybody loved it but nobody would pay for it, so nothing has 

happened.  

 

   Norman emphasises that, “We do say that design thinking is not very 

useful. What you need is design doing”. His role model for implementation is 

political scientist Charles Lindblom, founder of the theory of "incrementalism" 

("The Science Of 'Muddling Through'", 1959). 

 

   Charles Lindblom’s theory is, you should take small, incremental steps, 

without trying to bring the whole thing off at once. You should analyze 

the whole thing to see the direction in which you want to move, but, once 

that is done, seize your opportunities. When the opportunity comes you 

begin by doing a small project in the correct direction. Why? Because if it’s a 

small project, people will not object, and if you succeed, it gives you more 

credibility to do the next one. And if it fails, because it’s a small one, people 

won’t get all upset and won’t consider it a political scandal.  

 



   Norman mentioned casually that “Design X” is based on what he had 

learned from “Muddling Through” . 

 

  Actually, it’s not just “Design X” that has this problem, it’s common to 

design in general.  

 

  “One of the problems is that design in general, functions in a rather queer 

fashion. First of all, you call in a consultant and say come in, analyze and 

make a suggestion. After this bit is done they go their separate ways. We’re 

not part of actual implementation. The consultant often complains a lot 

about the fact that nobody implemented his ideas or suggestions, or they 

did implement but did it wrong, and they changed it into something else. I 

say you have the responsibility to carry it through, but that also changes the 

way a consultant works. Don’t complain if they change it, people who 

changed it are not stupid. It’s just that it didn’t meet their requirements. The 

focus really is the system. The system must make sure that you address 

the right problems, that the solutions we propose are actually doable”.  

 

   Norman also talked about Citizen Science, a method he had used while 

working on health care, which potentially can also be used in peace 

innovation. 

 



  “I’ve been asked to start a whole new design program at UC San Diego, 

we’re going to work on complex social technical systems. We’ve 

been working a lot with health care which is also poses significant design 

problems, and one of the things we decide to focus on is Citizen Science: 

letting the people suggest their own suggestions, do their own studies”. 

 

  “Eric von Hippel at MIT pointed out that if you want to figure out an 

innovation, forget about design thinking and all those things. That may help 

you a little bit, but you should go out into the world and talk to ordinary 

people who are doing extraordinary things. And that’s where you get your 

good ideas. Then you can come back and figure out how you are going to 

implement it in a way that many people can use it. So that was also the basis 

of our Citizen Science”.  


